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161. On the Gibbs Phenomenon

for Quasi.Hausdorff Means

By Kazuo ISHIGURO *) and Brian KUTTNER **)
(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M.J.A., Dec. 12, 1963)

The Hausdorff transformation is defined as transforming the
sequence {s} into the sequence {hn} by means of the equation
1.

’-0

_

where the weight function (r) is of bounded variation in the interval
0_<r_<l. This transformation is regular if and only if

,

()--(0)-and if (r) is continuous at r-O. We may assume that (0)--0,
then the above conditions become

()-1, (+0)-(0)-0.
Corresponding to any fixed number r with 0 < r 1, if we put

(x)-e(x), where

0 for Ox<r
1 for rxl,
reduces to the Euler transformatransformation
Hausdorff
the
then
tion, i.e.

er(x)

he ease f--1 eorresonds to the ordinary eonvergenee. Pot the
fundamental roerties of he Hausdorff and Nuler transformations,
see, e.g., G. H. Hardy (1, Chaters VIII and XI).
Let (t)denote the function of eriod 2 and equal to (--t) in
he interval 0<t<2. hen (t) has a simle diseontinuity a the
origin: its Pourier series is
sin
(1)
=1

.

O. Ss 12, 18 investigated the Gibbs henomenon of this series
for the Hausdorff and Euler means. Here we ut o--o(t)--0 and
sin t
He roved the following
-(t)=1

o 1.

o

the fela Hago mea of (1) e have
lim h(t)-- ()
dg,

tr 4th 0+.
*)

**)
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In the following we shall also use r as a number with 0_<r<_ oo.
This theorem contains his earlier result on the Gibbs phenomenon
for the Euler means, i.e.
THEOREM 2. For the Euler means of (1) we have
sin y d y,
lim a(r, t)-y
as ntr and nt O.
2. The quasi-Hausorff transformation has recently been investigatefl by B. Kuttner [4, 5, 6, 7 and M. S. Ramanujan [9, 10, 11. This
transformation is define by means of the equation

f

h:--

s

r +(1-r)-’*g(r),

.

where the weight function (r) is of bounded variation in the interval
0rl. This transformation is regular if and only if

+()--+(+0)We may assume that

+(+0)-0.
If we take +(x)--e,(x), where e(x) is the same function as before,
then the quasi-Hausdorff transformation reduces to the circle transformation, i.e.
where r is any fixed number with 0< r 1. The case r--1 corresponds
to the ordinary convergence. (See, e.g., G. H. Hardy [1], Chapters IX
and XI.)
The Gibbs phenomenon of (1) for the circle means was studied
by K. Ishiguro [2]. He proved the following
THEOREM 3. For the circle means of (1) we have
lira

.

*(r, t)

sin y dy,
Y

and nt O.
The purpose of the present note is to generalize Theorem 3 to
the quasi-Hausdorff means as follows"
THEOREM 4. For the regular quasi-Hausdorff means of (1) we
have
sin y/r dy,
limh.( t )-- d(r)
Y
provided that the weight function (r) is continuous at r-O, nt r
and nt O.
Proof of Theorem 4. From the assumption we may put
(1)=1, (+0)=(0)--0. Take any fixe with 0<3<1, and write
the quasi-Hausdorff transform h as j +k, where

a

nt

.
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Of course, the transformations from {s,} to {j,*}, {k*} are not regular,
but they are "multiplicative" with multipliers (6), 1--(6) respectively (i.e. they transform a sequence converging to s into sequences
converging to (6).s, {1-- (6)} s).

Now

n

so=O,

sin
2
= n
Since {s} is bounded we get, from (3),

s s(t)

k--k(t)--

sin ( + )x dx.
2 sin

x

s,(t)r+(1--r)’-d(r)
(, t)().

Now, with the notation of 2, it is easily seen tha the estimates
() * 0[( + 1),
= +0(),

,

do, in fae, hold uniformly in
used in [2 for fieg
he argument of [2 therefore shows that
sin g
(,
as

,

t)--f/

d+o(1)

for NN1. Hence

ifomlg i

d()

lira (t)-

for NN1.

f () fin/

)

we obtain easily

.

Now it clearly follows from (2) that if {} is bounded, say
then

In effect we have, for all

,, t

’[

slant gM, say,

n=l"

whence (5) holds. By the continuity of (r) at r=0 the expression
(5) can be made arbitrarily small, independent of n, t, by making
sufficiently small.
Again, we have, for all Y
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Hence

If

sin

dq(r)

Ida(r) I,

Y
which again can be made arbitrarily small by making sufficiently
small.
Collecting the above estimations we obtain
h* (tn)- d(r) sin Y/rdy
Y
whence the proof is completed.
4. Remark. In the previous paper [2 we proved the equation
(4). But we shall make a certain simplification of its proof here.
Of course, this simplification may be also applicable to the proof of
Theorem 4.
We put

lim

(, t)+

(p)* sin (+l)(+)g

cot

_-

hen we see easily Jlt. (See [2 p. 290.)
If we write, to estimate I,
we find that

+sin x
cos x (1

tan

and further that

x

+x

,

r)

]ZI_<K say,

for small x and for any fixed r with 0<
The equation (4) may now be obtained as in the paper 2J.
5. M. S. Ramanujan 10J introduced the transformation (S*,
by means of the equation
n
r

s

= +,

’

s.

+(1-r)"d(r),

where the weight function (r) is of bounded variation in the interval
O ErE1. This transformation is regular if and only if
(1)--(+0)= 1,
and if (r) is continuous at r=l.
If we take (x)=e(x), where e(x) is the same function as before,
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then the transformation (S*, ) reduces to the transformation (a, r)
or S_ of W. Meyer-KSnig 8 and P. Vermes [14, i.e.

n+
where r is any fixed number with 0<rl.
The Gibbs phenomenon of (1) for the means (, r)was studied
by K. Ishiguro [3. He proved the following
THEOREM 5. For the means (a, r) of (1) we have
lira (r,
as

t)--y

sin y dy,

nt--r and nt->O.
We can generalize this theorem to the means (S*, )as follows:
THEOREM 6. For the regular means (S*, ) of (1) we have

.

lim s*, (t)--

fl

d(r)

1--ry
sin
r

dy,
Y
provided that the weight function (r) is continuous at r=0, nt,--->r
and nt --> O.
The proof of Theorem 6 is quite similar to that of Theorem 4.
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